April 2021 Newsletter

GOOD NEWS STORIES
Prize Draws

UK draw day!
Thank you to all those who
bought tickets and joined us for
the live draw! The event raised
£2,578, which is incredible!
Congratulations to all the winners!
We will be posting your prize soon!

Stateside supporters
During April, if you signed up to a
monthly donation, you've been
entered to win Toms shoes or
Barnes and Noble vouchers.
Winners announced next week Thank you & Good Luck!

Calling all runners
Get your running shoes on and
raise money for world education!
Always an awesome day, the
Brighton Marathon promises to
be a very special one this year.
We provide you a snazzy INTO Giving
running shirt, support throughout and lots of
cheering and encouragement on the big day!

A MULTA-TUDE
OF THANKS!
Savvy students share skills to raise funds
A group of INTO Manchester Students have raised nearly £1500/$2000 for
INTO Giving. The students were following a course designed to help them
gain the Manchester University Link Tutor Award (MULTA). To gain the
award, the students needed to show that they had developed their INTO
MCR personal attributes (independence, neighbourliness, team-orientation,
motivation, commitment and resilience) and their sense of social
responsibility, one of the core goals of the University of Manchester. The
group set up an online gaming event, an online storefront, a karaoke session,
an e-swear jar(!), a t-shirt stall, and more!
Developed by teachers Caroline Bullock, Sarah Greatorex, Helen Ray and
Sara Shields , the course sets out to encourage students to reflect on how
their personal attributes develop in their every day lives, before asking them
to work independently to apply these attributes to demonstrate their
commitment to social responsibility – in this case, supporting INTO Giving
charities.

Email isabel.knight@into-giving.com if you're
keen to join the team

Kindness SHINES through
This month eight generous INTO
Employees donated their SHINE
Award prize money to INTO Giving!
Thank you to all those who donated their
winnings, totalling £260 ($360) going to our
education projects.

Photo: MULTA students from INTO Manchester

'I’m shamelessly proud of the work that the teachers and managers have
put into implementing this initiative at such a challenging time and
equally blown away by the success that the project has had,' Programme
Director Diarmuid Fogarty said. The INTO Giving Team would like to
thank everyone involved for raising an incredible total that will go a long
way in supporting our educational projects.

BREAKING NEWS:

As India battles an increasing Covid 19 crisis, INTO Giving has given an emergency grant to Building Blocks, Bangalore - We are providing
food to families whose children attend the project, at a time when people are unable to work due to lockdown.

Your donations mean that when the world changes we can react and help those most in need.

Click here to see a video message from INTO Giving Director, Chris Walker.

